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When starting out on your spiritual journey,  are there any daily
practices that I  recommend? The answer is yes - when you start at
week one and week two there's daily practices to begin ,  which we'l l
continue to keep adding on.  You might notice there's some stuff in this
course that just doesn't  click with you.  
For instance ,  you may not be able to see the ball  of l ight ,  so maybe
your intuitive connection isn't  through the visual .  Therefore ,  you may
not be able to use that practice to help make you make decisions .  That 's
okay,  as you pick and choose .  So go ahead and pick what works for
you.  
I t 's  important to feel into what's existing ,  and what is showing up in
your body,  and express that feeling very blatantly .  Give yourself that
safe space to release that emotion and let it  out .  I f  you can do video
journals on your own throughout the whole duration of the course ,
that would be extremely valuable if  you can hop on every night for 10
minutes at max,  or five minutes ,  at least .   
Allow yourself to sit  there and do a stream of consciousness - start
saying whatever comes up.  If  you feel awkward and weird ,  that 's okay.
Embrace that .   
This leads to the next point:   why do I  feel weird?
Why? What's so weird about this? Why am I scared to talk to myself?
You need to give yourself permission to talk nonsense if  you have to .
That 's giving your subconscious the go ahead to release .  Doing that ,
and your affirmations ,  are really key.  And so is sharing.  So if  you're
going through something ,  if  you're conflicted with something ,  or you
had a big win,  the more that you share ,  the more you validate your
experience and your litt le ups and downs ,  the more your subconscious
says ,  ‘okay,  it 's  okay to let it  out . ’  
I t 's  okay to feel it .  And it 's  true .  The manifestation process of making
things happen and moving through this cycle is possible when you
have the affirmation of other people around you,  and when your
environment says ,  ‘yeah,  you're right ,   I  felt  that too , ’  etc .
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Anytime we are validated in our emotions by people that we trust
around us ,  we feel l ike it 's  more okay to be within that .  Share with each
other ,  in the group,  check in with your value partner ,  and the women's
circle .  These are the litt le things that you can do without feeling like
you have to add on a whole l ist  of rituals .
Allow the color to coincide with where you're at ,  but it  might change
over time.  You might never get it .  And that is also okay. Maybe you
don't have that visual image.  You're not able to have that intuitive
connection.  I t 's  totally fine .  Another way to do it  is just by asking
yourself ,  'what would someone who loves themself do?' .  And you might
start to see the ball  of l ight come. You might notice that when you ask
that question ,  i t  triggers a certain image ,  a certain feeling in your body.
So essentially ,  you know, when we talk about this .  
When we think of ourselves as l ight beings ,  we are activating that l ight
within us .  So when something is a yes ,  your light is shining ,  i t 's
glowing,  it 's  getting bigger .  i t 's  made up of different colors ,  depending
on who you are in that moment and what feels authentic for you in that
moment .   By following your joy ,  l istening to what feels right in that
moment ,  you're giving yourself validation to know what that pleasure
gauge is .  This is where a lot of people struggle - knowing what's my
purpose .
How do I  know what I  want? How do I  f ind my thing? Your purpose is
the epitome. It 's  the top of the pyramid.  When you're making decisions
regarding your purpose ,  i t  feels l ike there's a lot of weight to that
decision.  But if  you can't  make day-to-day decisions ,  you can't  follow
your joy in what'd you have for breakfast ,  how you schedule your day
when to take a nap ,  when to call  up a friend or talk to your grandma,
you cannot follow joy at the very base level of existence .  How can you
expect to have clarity in those decisions for your purpose? 
Instead of jumping from step one to step five ,  focus on right now - how
can I follow my joy moment to moment? And that includes the litt le
minute things in life .  The more that you can feel pleasure at a very
physical level ,  then you can start to graduate more to how to shift into
pleasure emotionally .  How do I  shift into pleasure mentally ,  spiritually?
It 's  okay to have the day to day litt le things that aren't  all  practical and
all logical .   What is your joy?
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Practice :  

A great thing to do is to create a pleasure practice for
yourself .  Set aside time,  maybe once a week for yourself
that you spend a couple hours where you indulge in
pleasure for yourself .  This will  help you move solely into
what it  feels l ike to emotionally feel good.
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